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This project is a microhistory of the Chemawa Indian School in Oregon, the second federal Indian boarding
school in the United States which is still running today. The school was designed with the intent of
“civilizing” Native American children from reservations from all across the country, and assimilating them
into “American” culture. There were several techniques that the school used, which had many severe
consequences still present in the lives of alumni to this day. This project will be discussing things like
punishments, job training, how cultural ties were cut from students and how alcoholism played a role in many
students lives.

Vocational Training
Assimilation through vocational training was heavily enforced upon
the students at Chemawa. This included a variety of hands on
vocational careers, like carpentry, blacksmithing, tailoring, baking,
farming and much more. In turn, the jobs that the students took
helped the school run. The intent was to prepare the students for the
“civilized” white world, and every student who received a job after
graduation was heavily celebrated. Most of the school’s focus was on
this vocational training and not on academic learning, to Americanize
the students in the hopes they would benefit in the new White
America.

Individual Citizenship

Corporal Punishment

Treating the students as individuals as well as an educational focus on individual
citizenship to erase connection to tribal communities was another type of
assimilation recorded in Chemawa’s early history. The U.S. government created
the boarding school system to enforce new identity within Native children, with
the hope of them becoming autonomous individuals while also no longer feeling
connected to their tribal histories. Becoming independent individuals was
assimilating the students at Chemawa into the white mindset that individuals
earned and owned their own land, and that western expansion was good.

Assimilation was very traumatic for students in the early years at Chemawa,
often due to the school’s heavy use of corporal punishment. This was a way
for the school to ensure the students use of the English language. There are
many accounts of the school whipping students or teacher putting rocks in
their mouth for speaking their native language. This went hand in hand with
the military style education that the founder Lt. Melville C. Wilkinson
intended the school to use. Teacher at Chemawa took the phrase “Kill the
Indian in him and save the man” very seriously as student’s heritage was beat
out of them, often leaving them with forms of PTSD that caused many issues
for them as well as their families years after they left Chemawa.

Historical Trauma

Parental Relationships

Alcoholism

Historical Trauma is the result of a devastating event in a culture’s history.
This could include genocide, loss of culture, or forcible removal from
family. All of these were experienced by Native Americans, but the loss of
culture and removal from family tie in with what occurred at Chemawa. In a
1915 U.S. Board of Indian Commissioners Report, a member of the
commission visited Chemawa to assess its condition. The commissioner
wrote, “It was gratifying to observe the unusual attention given at Chemawa
to nourishing American patriotism and to instructing the children in the
principles of good citizenship. It also seemed to me that the methods of
conducting moral and religious instruction were commendable.” Chemawa
Indian School played a role in the historical trauma of generations of Native
American children. Instilling American patriotism and Christianity was part
of how the schools separated children from their native cultures.

An unexpected result of the assimilation of Native American children was the dramatic
change in parent/child relationships in the effected Native American communities. Being
separated from their parents and family, the children who were raised in boarding schools
such as Chemawa had very different ideas of childhood and parenthood than the generations
before them. Chemawa used militaristic style “parenting” that instilled obedience in the
children. The children in Chemawa were not in a nurturing environment that would foster an
understanding of typical family relationships in their respective Native community. Because
the adult figures at Chemawa implemented its strict rules with corporal punishment, Leo
Lajimondiere understood that to be a justified mode of punishment for his own children later
in life.

Alcoholism is something that some Chemawa students have been faced
with since the schools opening. Former students such as Leo
Lajimodiere developed alcoholism in the years after leaving Chemawa
Indian School because of the trauma he experienced there. The Indian
Health Service data revealed that 4 of the top 10 causes of death among
American Indians are attributable in part to alcohol abuse: accidents,
cirrhosis of the liver, suicides, and homicides. In December 2003 16year-old Chemawa student, Cindy SoHappy died of alcohol poisoning
in a dormitory isolation cell. She was placed alone after being visibly
intoxicated on campus. The staff at Chemawa clearly mismanaged the
situation with SoHappy. The Chemawa Indian School failed to address
the issue of the prevalence of alcoholism in native communities and it
resulted in loss of life.

